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In order to achieve invariance to rotation and scale, we present an adaptive methodology that
generates an image signature from the separable 2D-scale transform, the signature extract
information through the implementation of an adaptive mask of concentric rings. The
discrimination between images is done by a new adaptive nonlinear correlation.

There are new methodologies implementing adaptive masks of binary rings in order to get a robust
rotation invariance [1], these masks can be constructed using the real or the imaginary part of the Fourier
transform of the reference image in conjunction with nonlinear correlation [2]. In our new methodology
we generate vectorial signatures from adaptive masks of binary rings via the separable 2D-scale
transform. The discrimination between images is done by a new adaptive nonlinear correlation of the
vectorial signatures assigned to the problem image and the target. The discrete implementation of the
separable 2D-scale transform is carried out using logarithmic sampling and the Fourier transform [3].

Methodology

The first step of the new methodology proposed is generate a mask of binary rings from the target, this
adaptive mask is generated from the separable 2D-scale transform of the target image, first we locate the
transect of more energy from the modulus of the 2D-scale transform, this transect is binarized depending
of its slopes to be rotated 360o and generate the mask (Fig. 1). The mask takes samples from the modulus
of the 2D-scale transform (Fig. 1a) to generate a one-dimensional vectorial signature. This signature
represents a target image with invariance to scale and rotation. Same procedure is made for the problem
image (image to be recognized or classified).

(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 1. (a) Modulus of the 2D-scale transform of letter T Arial 256 × 256 pixels. (b) Binary function z(y) transect is
binarized depending of its slopes. (c) Adaptive binary mask of concentric rings for letter T Arial.

In order to recognize the target, the signature of the problem image (PI) is compared with the signature of
the target image (TI) using the nonlinear correlation (CNL1),
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      TI PI
k ki i1

NL1C TI,PI TI PI FFT FFT TI e FFT PI e     ,                           (1)

where  means correlation, i 1  , TI and PI are the phase of the Fourier transform of the target

image and the problem image signature respectively, 0 < k < 1 is the nonlinear coefficient factor, our
optimal value is k=0.1 [4].

We are proposing a modification to Eq.1 to generate a new adaptive correlation method that makes a
product with the nonlinear coefficient factor (k) of the problem image and the new variable (Rz)
depending of two indexes invariant to scale and rotation (Eq. 2 and Eq. 3),

1

Target Image Volume
Index =

Target Image Area
,                                                       (2)

2

Problem Image Volume
Index =

Problem Image Area
,                                                    (3)
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1 2
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Index Index
IF Index >Index THEN Rz= ELSE Rz=

Index Index
, (4)
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, (5)

thus the new adaptive correlation (Eq. 5) is more robust and invariant to scale and rotation.

Conclusions

The proposed methodology use an alternative way to generate vectorial signatures building an adaptive
binary rings mask extracting information from slopes of the modulus of the separable 2D-scale transform
and is invariant to scale and rotation. The new adaptive nonlinear correlation method shows a better
performance than the nonadaptive nonlinear correlation. The method was tested using a database of black
and white Arial font letters and with real grey scale images and it presents a performance with a
confidence level of 95.4% or greater.
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